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Similar to many of the world’s leading ballet houses,
The London Royal Opera Ballet as outlined in the
underlying project brief find it's audience not as diverse
as the population as a whole and that, in particular,
young people are underrepresented among their visitors.
The concept presented in this document is created with
the aim to engage more young people to visit the Royal
Opera.
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NARRATIVE &
CONCEPT

Campaign concept

The campaign concept has been named ‘C/O Royal Opera House’ and is built around the idea of inviting thought
leaders in the domains of music, art, film and fashion to
create one ballet performance the way they think ballet
should be.
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Narrative

The Swiss style

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

(Müller-Brockmann, 1960)

(Stankowski, 1961)

(Stankowski, 1959)

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

(Müller-Brockmann, 1958

(Müller-Brockmann, 1958)

(Hofmann, 1965)
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The strength of this concept is two-fold. From a formative
perspective; by inviting guest producers which no previous experience of working with ballet, the concept most
certainly will generate fresh ideas and “out-of-the-box
thinking” around what ballet is and can become. Secondly; celebrity endorsement/collaborations done right has
proven to be an incredibly effective way to build interest in
brands and a good example is the clothing retailer H&M’s
collaboration with a number of Haute Couture designers
generating millions in PR- and brand equity for H&M
(BibSowray, 2017).

Narrative
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All campaigns visuals have been developed in the narrative of
the 'Swiss style' which historically has dominated the field of
cultural marketing and with some of our times most celebrated designers as its main proponents including Joseph
Müller-Brockmann, Anton Stankowski, Max Bill, Otto Baumberger and Armin Hoffman. A more in-depth discussion
around the Swiss style and my motivations for choosing to
work within its narrative are presented in the Thematic Development document.
To give a sense of what constitutes as “Swiss-design” and
to put the work presented in this document in perspective,
iconic work created within the Swiss idiom is presented
on the following two pages:
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Narrative

The Swiss style
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Fig. 7

Fig. 9

Fig. 11

(Müller-Brockmann, 1958)

(Bill, 1931)

(Stankowski, n.d.)

Fig. 8

Fig. 10

(Hofmann, 1967)

(Müller-Brockmann, 1958)
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TYPOGRAPHY &
COLOR

Typography

With a design thematic grounded in the narrative of the
Swiss style; campaign typography is based on 'AkzidenzGrotesk' which is a signature typeface of the Swiss-style
as often seen in the work by Brockman (MüllerBrockmann, 1961), Max Bill (Bill et al., 1999), Anton
Stankowski (Stankowski, Wiese and Bense, 1996), and
Emil Ruder (Ruder, 1967).

Color

The Swiss style has a color scheme limited to only a few
primary colors. Photography; in general, is black-andwhite and occasionally covered by a transparent colored
block as can be seen in some of the examples presented
in the previous two pages. These distinct rules of the
Swiss style also forms the basis for the color thematic of
this project.

CAMPAIGN GRID
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All campaign visuals
are based on a 28-field
mathematical grid-system
originally developed by
Joseph Müller-Brockmann
(Müller-Brockmann, 1961)
and based on a document
grid with a leading setup of
12, 381pt. Image guides,
as seen in Figure 11, left,
are X-height adjusted.

Figure 12. The grid used for this document. (Andersson, 2017)
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THEMATIC

The C/O-concept is built around the idea of inviting
thought leaders in the fields of music, film, art and fashion
to create ballet performances the way they think ballet
should be. As it is important that the different performances have something unique to offer the audience each
invited guest producer will be asked to frame their work
in one of the following four themes:
•

Love

•

Passion

•

Serenity

•

Lost

VISUAL CONCEPT
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The visual concept of the campaign is built around a
word-play where the headlines presenting the different
thematics (Love, Passion, Serenity and Lost) have been
interpreted into a visual concept
The goal has been to reflect the meaning of each thematic
word using only typography and with no use of supporting
illustrations, additional fonts or text effects.
An in-depth discussion about the concept is presented in
the ‘Campaign Thematic document’.

PHOTOGRAPHY

15
In this section the photography created for the campaign
is presented.
Page 16-19 first presents mock-portraits photographed
by Michael Andersson to illustrate the fact that this
concept allow for using work by almost any professional
photographer. These mock-ups then is followed by
portraits of the four guest producers noted in the
underlying project brief and which are photographed by
Platon.

Photography

Fig 13
Photography by
Mike Andersson

Fig 14
Photography by
Mike Andersson
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Deliverables

Photography

Fig 15
Photography by
Mike Andersson

Fig 16
Photography by
Mike Andersson
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Figure 17. Photographs by Platon (Platonphoto.com)
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POSTERS

23
In this section, poster designs for the campaign are
presented.
All posters have been executed in two versions; one with
photography shot by Michael Andersson and one with
celebrity portraits by Platon.
The design have been tested both through functional- and
preference tests which are presented in the last section of
this document.
For a more in-dept discussion about the design, please
refer to the Campaign Thematic document.

Figure 18. Photographs by the Author (Andersson. M, 2017)

Deliverables

Fig 18

Posters

Photography by
Platon
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Fig 19
Photography by
Mike Andersson
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Fig 20

Posters

Photography by
Mike Andersson
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Fig 21
Photography by
Platon
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Fig 22

Posters

Photography by
Platon
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Fig 23
Photography by
Mike Andersson
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Fig 24

Posters

Photography by
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Fig 25
Photography by
Mike Andersson
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Deliverables

Posters mock-ups

Figure 26. Photograph by the Author (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 27. Photograph by the Author (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 28. Photograph by the Author (Andersson. M, 2017)
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WEB DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT

A campaign website has been developed for the project
which is discussed in-depth in the Web Document. The
design is executed in two versions; one based on photography taken by Michael Andersson, and one with photography
by Platon.
Both versions are coded with vanilla HTML without using
any template or CMS to be easy to implemented into the
codebase of The Royal Operas current website.
All code is validated against W3C and also pass the
Google speed test. In addition to technical tests, usability
tests also have been performed to validate that the design
is functional.
The site is presented on the link below:
https://cutt.ly/LhITTS

OUTDOOR MARKETING
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The following pages presents outdoor
marketing assets:

Figure 39. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Deliverables

Outdoor marketing
Figure 39, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by Platon.. (Platonphoto.com, 2017)

Figure 41, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 40, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Platonphoto.com, 2017)

Figure 42, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)
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Figure 45, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 44, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 43, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 42, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Outdoor marketing
Deliverables
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Figure 49, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 48, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 47, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Figure 46, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

Outdoor marketing
Deliverables
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Deliverables

Outdoor marketing

Figure 50. Left, top. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)
Figure 51. Left, bottom. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)
Figure 51. Above. Outdoor mock-up with photography by the author. (Andersson. M, 2017)

DIGITAL MARKETING
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In this section, the campaign concept has been adapted to
digital media and banner advertising.
As of the diversity in the digital marketing landscape, it is
not feasible to design banners upfront that will conform
to the individual formats of every possible media channel.
Instead, two base formats have been designed; one leaderboard and one skyscraper. Using these designs as a
base, it is very easy to create banners and digital adverts in
almost any format inline with the concept created for the
campaign.
To illustrate this, mock-up designs have been created for
Facebook and Instagram which are presented in this
section:

Deliverables

Instagram mock-ups

Deliverables

Facebook mock-ups
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A new ballet
performance
by

Jane
Doe
MORE INFO
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Deliverables

Facebook mock-ups

A new ballet
performance
by

Jane
Doe

MORE INFO

A new ballet
performance
by

Jon
Doe
MORE INFO
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USABILITY- AND
FUNCTIONAL VALIDATION

All designs presented in this document
have been validated inline with the
guidelines of Scrumalliance.org (2017):
1. Usability tests
In a usability test, participants perform design related tasks
such as searching for information or clicking on links, and
the purpose of these tests is to validate that a UX is
functional. Usability tests are mainly performed on web
design and on the link below a recorded usability test
performed on the campaign website can be viewed.

3. Perception tests
In a perception test questions about a design is asked to
assess how the design is perceived. For illustrational purposes, the test result of a perception test performed on all
posters made for the campaign is presented on the
link below.
For in-depth conclusions of the test results, please refer to
the Web- and Advertising document.

2. Functional tests
Functional tests are performed to validate if a design is understood by the audience. For the C/O campaign, functional tests have been performed to validate if the messaging is
clear and if the target audience perceives the design as
intended. The tests were performed by showing partici-pants
campaign posters for five seconds after which a set of designrelated questions was presented. For illustrational purposes,
the test result of a functional test performed on the Ozzy
poster is presented on the link below.
Usability
test: https://youtu.be/YiOvBqjTaMA
Functional https://usabilityhub.com/tests/938f17f97922/
test: results/9bfcaf12e541
Preference https://usabilityhub.com/tests/4c7b3a8b4681/
test: results/50908dbb7e65

Figure 52. Left, top. Preference test performed on Usability hub. (Usabilityhub.com, 2017)
Figure 53. , Top. Functional test on Usability hub. (Usabilityhub.com, 2017)
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CAMPAIGN PORTAL

Every marketing campaign needs a central location where
guidelines, design templates, imagery and copy are easily
accessible for all members of the team.
Having campaign material in one single location not only
make it easier for everyone in a production team to collaborate but also ensure that all team members are using the
latest versions of copy, design and imagery in a production
which can be a challenge especially in multinational campaigns were team members often are located in different
countries or even different continents.
The campaign portal developed for the C/O-campaign
offers all campaign assets for easy download. It is designed
and developed from scratch using vanilla HTML5, CSS3
and Javascript/jquery and can be visited on the link below.

The C/O-campaign
portal:

Figure 54. The campaign portal created for the campaign. (Andersson, 2017)

https://cutt.ly/IhIYVy

Deliverables

Campaign portal

Figure 55. The campaign portal created for the campaign. (Andersson, 2017)
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